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... Famous brand for granulator in China 

15 yea陌 continuous development 

Over 1,500 customers all over the world 
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Mini Spray Gram』lator YC-310 
The world leading R&D solution 
for Spary Gram』lating /Drying / 
Coating 

Devel。ped by Shanghai Pilotech 

Instrument & Equipment Co., Ltd., 

YC-310 laboratory spray granulate「

（刊 uidized bed granulation) 

combines sp「ay g「anulation and 

coating focusing on la 「ge pa「ticles

powder granulation in laborato「y.

Frequently, only small quantities of expensive products 

are available for research, development,universities 

and technical colleges. But sometimes less is more 

-with Lab Spray Granulator YC-310. 
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I Principle of granulation 

The top spray device consists of a c。nical material tank and 

an expansion chamber. The material rises and falls, forming 

a fluidized motion. In the conical tank the reciprocation of 

the material brings about a fluidized state like the shape of a 

fountain. The spray gun sprays liquid evenly onto the 

material, where liquid bridge is formed, followed by solid 

bridge, thus bigger granules are made. 
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Greater efficiency 

Suitable for almost all fluid bed p『ocesses: Spray Drying, 

granulating /agglomerating and coating using bot-

tom-spray p『ocess.

Suitable operation & adaptable 

Stable operation: Core components of the 

equipment, including the touch screen, blower, heater, 

and control system, are impo时ed, ensuring stable and 

reliable operation of the equipment; 

The pot can be replaced with ones of different sizes, 

which meet the testing demand of various volumes 

materials; 

The air inlet is equipped with class 100 purification & 

filtering device to ensure that the material is free of 

secondary contamination; 

The atomizer can be replaced online, which 

facilitates adjustment and optimization of the test 

process; 

Controls & Functionality 

Convenient operation: Automatic PLC control is adopted for the 

control system, featured by one button startup, color touch screen 

operation, and 『eal time modification of the test parameters du『1ng

testing , such as inlet ai『 temperatu陀， outlet air temperature, material 

temperatu陀， blow speed, and spray p『essure , which is convenient 

fo『 the use『 The touch screen has USB po叫s , and data can be 

exported to memories sticks O『 P『inted out onl1ne, 

• Inlet Temperatu『e

• Outlet Temperature 

• Airflow Volume 

• Pump Speed 



Principle of coating 

The bottom spray device, a significant breakthrough in coating 

technology, has made coating of small particle size possible. With the 

development of the technology, powder as small as 50 µm can be 

coated. The bottom spray device comp『ises a conical pot and a guide 

cylinde『 The bottom of the pot has a dual-path ai『 intake structure so 

as to control the air flow state both inside and outside the guide 

cylinde『
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The material in the guide cylinder ascends at a high speed, enters 

the expansion chamber and falls outside the guide cylinder, 

which is a cycle that goes repeatedly. 

The spray nozzle at the center of the 

guide cylinder atomizes the liquid drops 

upwa叫ly from the bottom so the liquid 

drops spread evenly on particle su『face

and forms patches of coating film. In 

this process the coating film becomes 

thicker steadily and dries until the 

coating process is complete. 

Trusted by the users 

Over 1,500 do『nestic customers of top universities, ente「P「ises and research in

stitutes use our mini spray d叩e「／g 「anulator. And exported to more than 40 

countries ＆「egions such as the U「1ited States, Italy, South Korea, Mexico,Sm

gapore, Canada, Malaysia, Chile and Russia etc. 
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The atomizer can be replaced online, which facilitates adjustment 

and optimization of the test process, 

The heat凹， atomizer and the blower are furnished with online alarm 

functions; 

Mate『ial temperature and inlet air temperature feedback function: With 

mate『ial temperature feedback, inlet air temperature and timing of liquid 

spray are automatically adjusted and controlled , which ensures stability of 

the testing p『ocess so as to meet the optimum process requirement 

New type of pneumatic sealing ring is used, which facilitates operation 

and ensu『es gas tightness. 

In order to meet users’ 『equirement of adjusting various parameters within 

the testing range, PIO thermostat control technology with real time regulation 1s 

adopted fo『 temperature control so that temperature is accurately controlled 

when experimenting, ensuring stable temperature in the process of granulation 

and coating. 

Unique dual cont『ol system for air flow inside and outside the guide cylinde『

Stepless online adjustment can be pe『fo『med of the guide cylinder internal and 

external air flow, as a result even if the pill diamete『 and/or specific gravity 

changes in the p『ocess of coating and granulation, the fluidization inside and 

drying outside the cylinde『 can still be adjusted online to optimum state 



YC-310 spray granulator parameters 

Sr.no Parameter Pilotech YC-310 spray granulator 

1 Function Spray gram』lator, coating, fluid bed drying,mixing 

2 Spray granulator capacity Max. 300g/batch 

3 Minimum sample volume SOg 

4 granulator temperatu 「e 40-1S0°C 

5 Compressed air 7 Bar 

6 Coating Max. 300g/batch 

7 Mixing Max. 300g/batch 

8 Nozzle type Two fluid nozzle 

9 Nozzle jet 0.7mm standard/(1.0/1.5/2.0mm available) 

10 Airflow 0-150 m3/h 

11 Peristaltic pump Max. lOOOml/h 

12 Main chamber volume 5 L 

13 Heater powe「 3KW 

14 Main chamber mate「ial SUS304 Stainless steel 

15 Body material SUS304 Stainless steel 

16 Seal of cyclone/cylinder Silicone 

17 Dimensions 700*600*1150mm 

18 Display 7-lnch LCD display ,USB port 
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Shanghai Pilotech lnstrument&Equipment Co.,Ltd 

Business address: 1603, Block B Everwin Building 

No.521 South Wanping Rd. Xuhui District, Shanghai,P.R.C 200032 

Factory address: No.86 Yuxiu Rd. Songjiang District, Shanghai,P.R.C 

200032 

Tel:0086-21-54243466 54243425 51082915 

Fax:0086-21-51069385 

http://www.cn-instrument.com 

E-mail:sales@51082915.cn 
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